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Abstract

The trigger of the LHCb experiment consists of two stages : aninitial hardware trigger, and a high-level trigger implemented in a
farm of parallel-processing CPUs. It reduces the event ratefrom an input of 15 MHz to an output rate of around 4 kHz. In order
to maximize efficiencies and minimize biases, the trigger is designed around inclusive selection algorithms, culminating in a novel
boosted decision tree which enables the efficient selection of beauty hadron decays based on a robust partial reconstruction of their
decay products. In order to improve performance, the LHCb upgrade aims to significantly increase the rate at which the detector
will be read out, and hence shift more of the workload onto thehigh-level trigger. It is demonstrated that the current high-level
trigger architecture will be able to meet this challenge, and the expected efficiencies in several key channels are discussed in context
of the LHCb upgrade.
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1. Introduction1

The LHCb detector [1] is a single-arm forward spectrome-2

ter covering the pseudo-rapidity range 2< η < 5, designed for3

studing beauty and charm (heavy flavour) hadrons produced in4

proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)5

at CERN. In what follows “transverse” means transverse to the6

LHC beamline. The detector includes a high-precision tracking7

system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surround-8

ing the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detec-9

tor located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power10

of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectorsand11

straw drift tubes placed downstream. The combined tracking12

system has a momentum resolution∆p/p that varies from 0.4%13

at 5 GeV/c to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c, an impact parameter1 resolu-14

tion of 20µm for tracks with high transverse momentum, and15

a decay time resolution of 50 fs. Charged hadrons are iden-16

tified using two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photon,17

electron and hadron candidates are identified by a calorime-18

ter system consisting of scintillating-pad and pre-showerdetec-19

tors, an electromagnetic calorimeter, and a hadronic calorime-20

ter. Muons are identified by a muon system composed of alter-21

nating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.22

Although designed for a luminosity of 2·1032 cm−2s−1, LHCb23

took data at an average luminosity of 2.8·1032 cm−2s−1 through-24

out 2011 and is currently taking data at 4· 1032 cm−2s−1. This25

improvement is made possible by the excellent performance of26

both the detector hardware and reconstruction software. Since27
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1Impact parameter is the transverse distance of closest approach between
a track and a vertex, most commonly the primary proton-proton interaction
vertex.

the LHC currently runs with half its nominal number of bunches28

(50 ns bunch spacing), this implies an average of 1.7 proton-29

proton collisions per bunch crossing. The LHCb upgrade is30

planned to run at a luminosity of 1033 cm−2s−1 but with a 25 ns31

LHC bunch spacing, which implies only a modest increase in32

the average number of proton-protoncollisions per bunch cross-33

ing to around 2.1. Moreover although the centre-of-mass en-34

ergy will increase from the current 8 TeV to 14 TeV, this is ex-35

pected to have only a modest effect on the multiplicity of tracks36

produced in the proton-proton collisions. These facts meanthat37

the current running conditions can be reliably extrapolated to38

predict the performance of an upgraded detector.39

The characteristics of heavy flavour decays and the produc-40

tion environment of the LHC within which the LHCb trigger41

operates will be discussed first. The current performance of42

LHCb’s trigger system will be characterized, and it will be43

demonstrated that the algorithms deployed in the present high-44

level trigger (HLT) not only perform well in current conditions45

but that they will scale to the conditions expected to face an46

upgraded LHCb detector. On the other hand, the LHCb up-47

grade strategy will be shown to rely on an ability to read out the48

detector at significantly higher rates than the current 1 MHz,49

allowing the HLT to do the vast majority of the event selection.50

2. The anatomy of heavy flavour decays51

The mass of decaying beauty and charm hadrons is trans-52

muted into transverse momentum carried away by the child53

particles into which they decay, while the O(103) fs lifetimes54

of beauty and charm hadrons ensure that those child particles55

form vertices detached from the primary proton-proton interac-56

tion. A typical beauty or charm hadron produced at the LHC57

has a decay length of around 1 cm per mean lifetime, much58
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Figure 1: Efficiencies of the L0 at a given luminosity for selected channels
measured on simulated events. Reproduced from [2].

greater than the impact parameter resolution of 20µm. Because59

the magnitude of the transverse momentum of the child parti-60

cles is directly linked to the mass of the parent particle, the61

scalar sum of the transverse momenta of these child particles62

is a better discriminating variable than the vector sum (which63

is proportional to the transverse momentum which the parentis64

produced with). Furthermore the produced particles are gener-65

ally asymmetric : there is usually a single child which takesa66

large proportion of the total (transverse) momentum. Theseare67

the key trigger signatures of heavy flavour.68

3. The LHC environment69

As the job of a trigger is to accept interesting events, and70

reject others, it is important to understand the productioncross-71

sections of various kinds of processes at the LHC. In the con-72

text of the LHCb trigger, the most important consideration is73

the ratio of prompt charm to prompt beauty production, which74

is measured to be around 20 at 7 TeV. This is critical for two75

reasons. Firstly, charm hadrons are lighter than and don’t live76

as long as beauty hadrons, but they nevertheless do form decay77

vertices detached from the primary proton-proton interaction78

and produce child particles with substantial (> 1 GeV) trans-79

verse momentum. They are therefore the most dangerous back-80

grounds for beauty hadron triggers. Just as importantly, charm81

hadrons are very interesting to study in their own right, and82

should be triggered as efficiently as possible within the avail-83

able output bandwidth. It follows that a good separation of84

charm and beauty hadron decays is mandatory for the LHCb85

trigger. In addition, the trigger must maintain high efficiency86

on dimuon final states, as well as being able to generically trig-87

ger on heavy long lived objects in order to allow the discovery88

of potential new particles produced at the LHC.89
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Figure 2: Timing of the VELO reconstruction and forward upgrade as a func-
tion of the mean number of interactions per event (µ). Reproduced from [3].

4. Performance of the current LHCb trigger90

The LHC proton-proton collision rate of 15 MHz must be91

reduced by the data acquisition system (trigger) to a few kHz92

which are saved for further analysis. The LHCb trigger con-93

sists of a hardware and a software stage. The hardware stage,94

also called the Level-0 trigger (L0), reduces the interaction rate95

to 1 MHz, which is the rate at which all of LHCb’s detectors96

can presently be read out. It has a latency of 4µs and makes de-97

cisions based on energy deposits in the calorimeter system and98

track stubs in the muon detectors. The HLT is implemented in99

a software farm of around 30000 logical cores, giving it around100

30 ms in which to process each event. It reuses LHCb’s of-101

fline reconstruction and selection software, adjusted for the on-102

line speed requirements through specific options, for example103

tightening tracking search windows, or fitting vertices using a104

simplified description of the detector geometry and material. In105

general the HLT has significantly higher signal efficiency than106

the L0, since it has far more information available with which107

to make its decisions.108

The L0 makes its decisions based on information from the109

calorimeters and muon stations. In the case of the muon triggers110

the momentum resolution is approximately 25% in the region of111

interest (P > 6 GeV/c andPT > 1 GeV/c). The resolution for112

the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters is approximately113

10%/
√

(E) and 80%/
√

(E) respectively, and the requirement is114

placed on the transverse energy of the calorimeter cluster com-115

puted under the assumption that the decays originate from z= 0116

in the LHCb coordinate system2. The L0 performance varies117

according to the nature of the event118

• For decays involving multiple muons in the final state,119

whether of beauty or charm hadrons, the L0 is> 90% effi-120

cient with respect to offline selected events. This is firstly121

because muons are not produced directly in proton-proton122

collisions (their most abundant source being decays ofcc̄123

states), so identifying a muon is already a powerful back-124

ground discriminant. Decays involving multiple electrons125

2In which the z axis is along the beamline, and the zero point lies roughly
in the middle of the vertex detector.
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Figure 3: The measured and corrected masses of two-track vertices formed
from B+ → h+h+h− (left) and B0

d → K∗0µ+µ− (right) signal decays. Repro-
duced from [5].

behave in a similar way, but have lower efficiencies be-126

cause of greater backgrounds which impose tighter trans-127

verse energy requirements.128

• For beauty decays involving a single muon the L0 main-129

tains> 70% efficiency, a fraction of which comes from130

triggering on the hadronic decay products.131

• For decays involving photons, for exampleB0
s → φγ, the132

offline analysis requires a high transverse energy photon,133

ET > 2.8 GeV/c, which can then also be imposed within134

the L0 while maintaining> 90% efficiency.135

• For purely hadronic decays, the L0 has efficiencies of136

O(10%) for charm decays and O(20%) for beauty meson137

decays. This is partly because of the worse energy resolu-138

tion, but largely because of the much higher backgrounds139

which impose tighter transverse energy requirements of140

3.5 GeV/c or greater.141

The performance of the L0 depends strongly on the instanta-142

neous luminosity, as seen in Fig. 1. The y-axis represents the143

signal yield in each mode in some arbitrary units. This rises144

linearly with instantaneous luminosity for muons, where the L0145

is best able to discriminate between signal and background,but146

it plateaus rapidly for other kinds of decays, limiting the maxi-147

mum instantaneous luminosity at which the detector can be use-148

fully operated.149

The L0 outputs 1 MHz of events, of which around 100 kHz150

actually contain a charm or beauty hadron. These events are151

subsequently processed by the HLT, which begins with the re-152

construction of tracks and primary vertices in the vertex detec-153

tor. Two types of tracks are then identified : those which are154

detached from the primary interaction, and those which can be155

matched to track segements in the muon detectors. These re-156

quirements select an average of 12 tracks per event for further157

processing. The selected tracks are subsequently extrapolated158

to the main tracking system, in search windows constructed by159

assuming the desiredpT of the track, roughly> 1.5 GeV/c for160

detached tracks and> 0.5 GeV/c for tracks identified as muons.161

Successfully extrapolated tracks undergo a further track qual-162

ity selection, including a kalman filter based track fit. An event163

is selected if it contains either a highpT detached track, a sin-164

gle detached muon track, a detached dimuon candidate, or a165
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Figure 4: CandidateB+ → J/ψK+ events from 7TeV collision data collected in
2011 by LHCb. On the left, selected using dimuon triggers only. On the right,
the subset of the same events which fire the topological trigger. Reproduced
from [6].

dimuon candidate near or above theJ/ψ meson mass. Certain166

special triggers forW, Z0, and exotic particles are also exe-167

cuted. This stage of the HLT reduces the trigger rate to around168

50 kHz, and takes around half the total time available to the169

HLT. The timing of this trigger stage does not depend greatly170

on the average number of interactions per event, as shown in171

Fig. 2. It is> 80% efficient on any beauty hadron decay involv-172

ing multiple charged tracks, and around 50% efficient on certain173

key charm hadron decay modes such asD0 → K+K−. Only a174

few percent of events which do not contain a charm or beauty175

hadron survive this trigger stage, further details of whichcan be176

found in [3, 4].177

The second HLT stage performs a global pattern recognition
similar to the offline one, and is able to reconstruct tracks down
to 300 MeV of pT and 3 GeV ofp. It carries out three ma-
jor kinds of selections : firstly, it searches for charmed hadrons
produced in the primary interaction decaying into a varietyof
exclusive modes; secondly, it searches for inclusive di- and
multi-muon signals both with and without requiring that the
muons are detached from the primary interaction; thirdly, it
performs an inclusive search for two-, three-, and four-track
decay vertices which are detached from the primary interac-
tion and are consistent with the decay of a beauty hadron [5, 6].
The inclusive selection of beauty-like detached vertices is based
around a seven-variable bagged boosted decision tree [7] algo-
rithm known as the “topological trigger”, whose input variables
are discretized according to their online resolution as measured
from the data. This discretization protects against overtrain-
ing, since the algorithm cannot select regions of parameter
space smaller than the resolution, and makes the algorithm suf-
ficiently fast for use in a trigger by limiting the total number of
“keep” regions to a manageable number. A key variable is the
“corrected mass” of the vertex, which is defined as

mcorr =

√

m2 + |pmiss
T |2 + |pmiss

T |, (1)

wherepmiss
T is the missing momentum transverse to the flight178

direction of the candidate vertex with massm [8]. This variable179

allows the trigger to recover, and subsequently cut on, the mass180

of the decaying beauty hadron even when using only a sub-181

set of its tracks to reconstruct the displaced vertex, as seen in182

Fig. 3. The topological trigger is> 75% efficient on genericB183

3
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Figure 5: The efficiency of the topological trigger as a function of the decay
angles in theB→ K∗0µµ decay. Reproduced from [5].

decays into charged tracks, while suppressing almost all events184

which do not contain aB hadron. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for185

B+ → J/ψK+ decays, with the candidates as reconstructed from186

the dimuon triggers on the left and those candidates passingthe187

topological trigger on the right. Moreover, its inclusive nature188

means that it does not introduce signifiant biases in physical ob-189

servables, as shown in Fig. 5 by its flat efficiency as a function190

of the angular observables in the decayB0
d → K∗0µµ.191

5. The LHCb trigger upgrade192

As discussed in Sec. 1 , the current LHCb running conditions193

closesly resemble the nominal upgrade running conditions in194

terms of the detector occupancy. Since the trigger timing isany-195

way relatively insensitive to the average number of interactions,196

from Fig. 2, the current HLT design will be able to perform its197

job in the upgrade era so long as the available computing power198

scales to the higher input rate. As the LHC upgrade is scheduled199

to begin taking data in 2018, and Moore’s law implies [9] a dou-200

bling of computing power every two years for the same money,201

an input rate ten times higher than the current one should be202

achievable. This output rate of 10 MHz is therefore taken as the203

nominal running point of the upgraded detector. The hardware204

trigger formerly known as the L0 is renamed to the low-level205

trigger (LLT) in the upgrade, to reflect its reduced role in the206

data selection.207

Performance studies for the upgrade have been performed208

with simulated events generated in the nominal LHCb simula-209

tion but assuming 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy and 2.1 av-210

erage proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. Table 1211

shows the expected rate and signal efficiency of the upgraded212

detector in some key modes, both for the nominal configuration213

and for a more pessimistic scenario in which the LLT output214

rate is 5 MHz. The pessimistic scenario implies LLT cuts which215

are only slightly looser than those used in present datataking,216

but even though the signal efficiency is unchanged the upgrade217

is able to collect almost ten times more signal events per sec-218

ond of LHC running because of the twice higher cross section219

for producingB hadrons and 4 times higher instantaneous lu-220

minosity compared to 2011 datataking. In the more optimistic221

scenario, hadronic modes gain almost another factor two, while222

small gains can also be made for other channels. In practice it is223

of course likely that LHCb will adiabatically increase the size224

of the HLT computing farm as experience is gained taking data225

with the upgraded detector.226

Table 1: HLT performance for some key channels in two upgradescenarios.

Running conditions 5 MHz LLT 10 MHz LLT
HLT output rate 16 kHz 26 kHz
Signal Efficiency
B0

s → φφ 29% 50%
B0

s → φγ 43% 53%
B0

d → K∗0µµ 75% 85%

6. Conclusions227

The LHCb experiment is currently taking data at twice its228

nominal instantaneous luminosity at the LHC, thanks in large229

part to a flexible and robust software trigger whose performance230

has been shown to be largely insensitive to the LHC running231

conditions. The maximum instantanous luminosity at which232

the detector can be usefully operated is largely limited by the233

performance of the hardware trigger, which rapidly becomes234

inefficient for hadronic decay modes at high luminosities owing235

to the limited range of background discriminants availableto it.236

For this reason the LHCb upgrade aims to increase the detector237

readout rate from 1 MHz to 40 MHz, allowing more of the work238

to be performed within the software trigger.239

It has been demonstrated that the current software trigger240

performs well. It is> 60% efficient on typicalB decays into241

charged tracks selected offline and its inclusive nature makes it242

inherently robust against operational problems. It has also been243

demonstrated that the software trigger will scale to the condi-244

tions expected to face an upgraded detector, allowing LHCb to245

collect between ten and twenty times more signal events per246

second of datataking than collected with the current detector in247

2011.248
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